**Wire Rope Sling Connections and Hitches**

### Connection to Fittings

- **Use a Thimble to Protect Sling and Increase D/d**
- **Never Place a Sling Eye Over a Fitting With Smaller Diameter or Width Than the Rope’s Diameter.**

### Choker Capacity

- A Choker Hitch Has 75% of the Capacity of a Single Leg Sling Only If the Angle of Choke Is 120 Degrees or Greater. A Choke Angle Less Than 120 Degrees Can Result in a Capacity as Low as 40% of the Single Leg.

### Basket Hitch Capacity

A Basket Hitch Has Twice the Capacity of a Single Leg Only If D/d Ratio Is 25/1 and the Legs Are Vertical.

### Multiple Leg Slings

TrIPLE Leg Slings Have 50% More Capacity Than Double Leg Slings (At Same Sling Angle) Only If the Center of Gravity Is in Center of Connection Points and Legs Are Adjusted Properly. They Must Have an Equal Share of the Load.

### Chain Sling Connections and Hitches

**Connection to Fittings**

- Use Master Links To Collect Slings and To Connect to Hook
- Use Grade 8 (80) Or Grade 10 (100) Fittings That Match the WLL of Chain and Offer Proper Securement.

### Choker Capacity

A Chain Choker Hitch Has 80% of the Capacity of a Single Leg Sling Only If the Angle of Choke Is 120 Degrees or Greater. Rated Loads for Angles of Choke Less Than 120 Degrees Shall Be Determined by the Sling Mfg or a Qualified Person.

No Loss in Capacity Results If a Cradle Grab Hook Is Used When Angle of Choke Is 120 Degrees or Greater.

### Basket Hitch Capacity

A True Basket Hitch Has Twice the Capacity of a Single Leg Only If the Legs Are Vertical. Note That the Basket Is Formed by Using a Chain Sling with Two Masterlinks at Each End Connected to the Hook.

### Multiple Leg Slings

Triple Leg Chain Slings Have 50% More Capacity Than Double Leg Chain Slings (At Same Sling Angle) Only If the Center of Gravity Is in the Center of the Connection Points and Legs Are Adjusted Properly. They Must Have an Equal Share of the Load.

Quad (4 Leg) Chain Slings Offer Improved Stability But Do Not Provide Increased Capacity. The Capacity of a Four Leg Chain Sling Is Considered the Same As Three Leg Chain Sling.
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